A Call to Action:

Low-Income Students
Attain College Degrees
By 2025

Executive Summary

T

ake a look at the college experience 11 years
from now and you’ll see a pragmatic reinvention
driven by unprecedented demographic and
economic challenges. An experience that may
begin earlier and continue longer as students and workers
adapt to workforce and family responsibilities. A system
that responds to intense demand for accountability
among students and employers. And a future where
virtual classrooms are the norm, expanding both access
and affordability...where survival of the fittest depends on
financial and technological innovation...and where tuition
itself may become a thing of the past.
This vision for the colleges of 2025 is driven less by
imagination than by a series of hard facts recently examined
by Trinity College Dublin and College for Every Student
(CFES). Together, we convened education, philanthropic
and corporate leaders from seven nations at the Galileo
Summit – Transforming College Opportunities for
Low-Income Students by 2025. We examined the most
significant changes that will occur in higher education
during the next decade, and shared our knowledge of
practices that have successfully empowered more lowincome students to earn college degrees.

Two key themes emerged through our discussion. First,
there was agreement that in today’s economy college is
the new finish line – the equivalent of a secondary school
diploma a generation ago. Second, the inability of young
people from low-income communities to earn college
degrees poses a significant threat to their livelihoods and to
the global economy as well.
We also shared insights on the current state of higher
education and on the accelerated evolution that will occur
over the next decade, with more changes than we have seen
during the past 100 years.
Simply put, economically struggling colleges will be
pushed to extinction unless they find unique ways to thrive
alongside well-endowed institutions. New technologies will
continue to revolutionize education to expand access. Yet
underserved populations must be able to leverage these
changes by boosting college readiness and developing the
skills that are vital to success in higher education.
This white paper details the factors that are driving these
changes, illuminates how the college experience will evolve
during the next decade, and describes how Trinity College
Dublin, CFES and our partners will work together.
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Introduction

While a few countries – including Korea, Norway, and
Singapore – are showing gains in college degree attainment
for low-income youth, most nations continue to struggle
mightily on this front. In the United States, low-income
students are twelve times less likely to attain bachelor’s
degrees than their high-income peers, an alarming indicator
that opportunity is realized less through ability and hard
work and more through birthright.
Consider these facts:
• The United States projects that 23 million new,
high-paying jobs will go unfilled in the next decade
because they require postsecondary training and
credentials.
• Nearly a quarter of the youth in Europe are without
jobs.
• In Australia, Ireland and the United States, children
with professional parents are three times more likely
to enter a high status university than those with
working class parents.
• Since 1985, the price of a college education in the
United States has increased 539 percent, while
student loan debt now totals 1.2 trillion dollars.
• In the United States, the education gap between
low-income youth and their high-income peers –
measured by test scores, high school graduation rates,
college going and degree attainment – has widened
every year since 1980.

S

ixty education, corporate and philanthropic leaders
from around the world met in April for two days
at The Galileo Summit to address two guiding
questions: What will college look like in 2025?
And, how do we increase significantly the number of lowincome students attaining college degrees by 2025?
Held at the CFES Center in Essex, New York, and
convened by CFES and Trinity College Dublin, Summit
organizers called for a “Galileo-like shift” in thinking that
required participants to re-imagine college preparation,
access and persistence around the world in order to meet
the future needs of all children, especially those from lowincome households.
Five lead speakers, each followed by four panelists who
responded to presentations, covered key topics around the
College 2025 issue. Question and Answer discussions and
the penultimate session that broke participants into small
groups made sure the voices of all 60 global leaders were
incorporated into the Summit.

Summit Participants Frame
Key Issues
A summary of key discussion points and recommendations
from the Summit follow.

Vanishing Opportunity Spells
Trouble for All

What Success Looks Like

College is the new finish line, the equivalent credential
in today’s job market of a secondary school diploma a
generation ago, and not nearly enough young people are
even starting, let alone finishing, the race.

Angel Acosta spent his early years
in the Dominican Republic, moving
to New York City when he was nine.
In 10th grade, after being suspended
from school, he joined CFES: “It
changed my life. It tapped my ability
to lead and CFES exposed me to
college and showed me how to get
there.”
The first in his family to attend college, Acosta went
on to SUNY Plattsburgh, where he became student
body president, attained a BA and then an MA in
Leadership Development.
Today, Acosta is a Program Director with College
For Every Student, the first CFES Scholar to hold that
position.
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The attainment of college degrees
by low-income students is an
opportunity crisis that is affecting
societies throughout the globe but is
most pronounced, according to Joseph
Stiglitz (The Price of Inequality) and
others, in the United States, where
the fastest growing youth cohort is
defined by poverty. A college degree
not only improves one’s standard
of living, it also correlates with an
increased life span, better health and
yields citizens who are more likely to
vote and volunteer. Degree attainment
by low-income youth is the most
serious domestic problem in the USA
today and a troubling situation worldwide.

“We are talking about creating
innovative opportunities for
low-income students. And
everyone at The Galileo
Summit understands that we
need the talent of all young
people engaged in civic society.
We need them to be interested
and invested in the big issues.”
– Cliona Hannon,
Director of Trinity Access
Programmes (TAP) at
Trinity College Dublin

asked to do. Through the proliferation of user-generated open-education
resources, teachers are becoming digital
learners while creating, sharing and
delivering content.”
Harvard’s Paul Reville shared
thoughts on how the “engine of
education” should be re-configured,
“We need to tackle the problem of
differentiation, extend the entitlement
of education to early childhood and
create a braided system that addresses –
and includes – the challenges of social,
physical and mental health services.
A solution that focuses on instruction
alone, simply will not work.”

College Access is an Economic and
Human Rights Issue

Disruptive Technology Presents
Opportunity

Dr. William Fitzsimmons, Harvard College’s Dean of
Admissions, described his institution’s efforts to recruit lowincome students and to support them once they’re enrolled,
“this is a human rights issue – it’s an outrage to waste the
talent of these young people.” From Harvard’s continued
work on strengthening its financial aid structure, to actively
recruiting low-income students globally, to creating and
implementing student support programs, Fitzsimmons
concluded “it’s imperative that we provide substantial
support throughout.”

Exponentially accelerating technologies will affect the
future of college access.
Dr. Nicholas Haan, of Singularity University, sees the
future of education framed by disruption and opportunity,
“We must leverage the exponential technology trends and
the disruption that’s upon us to solve today’s inequalities
and inefficiencies in education.”
Myriad technology trends are currently providing
disruption and opportunity, examples include artificial
intelligence, robotics and digital manufacturing. The
technological innovation currently transforming higher
education is Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs).
Consider the fact that in 18 months, Harvard, MIT and
other universities worldwide offered free courses to two
million online learners through the edX platform. Digital
learning is already disrupting classic variables of higher
education, such as location and place, access and cost.

What Success Looks Like
Shameka Cobb was the first in her
family to not only attend college but
to graduate from high school. Cobb
graduated from Wadleigh Secondary
School (NYC), where she led the 100%
Campaign that rallied every one of her
classmates to apply to college. Cobb
graduated from St. John’s University and four years
ago, entered Cornell Medical School. She will begin
her residency in the summer of 2014.
“Without CFES I would have never made it through
high school. There are kids out there like me who
need CFES to make the same difference in their lives,”
said Cobb.

Teaching and Learning are Moving into
Unchartered Territory
Tomorrow’s technologies are here today and they require a
Galileo-like shift in teaching and learning by revolutionizing
current models of delivery. Lord David Puttnam of Queensgate, producer of 10 Oscar-winning films and whose passion
and vocation is now education, told Summit participants,
“Today’s students are embarking on a journey with no map.
Today’s teachers are working in a scenario that has never
been seen before – they’re doing a job no one has ever been
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Professor Les Ebdon, Director of
the Office for Fair Access in the UK,
shared insights on his country’s 43
percent gain over the last decade in the
higher education participation rate for
disadvantaged youth. Ebdon attributes
these gains to comprehensive access
agreements driven by data, aims, targets
and milestones, as well as monitoring
and evaluation arrangements.

“We know the devastating
price of inequality and
we’re determined to do
something about it. There’s
a better world out there for
our children, and a college
degree is still the best path to
that world of opportunity.”

accommodate job requirements and
different career paths. This means
fewer traditional courses, majors and
programs.

Colleges Will be More Accountable
for Results
Colleges will face greater scrutiny
and accountability. Students, families
– Rick Dalton,
and government leaders will be looking
President and CEO,
closely at cost variables and graduation
College For Every Student
College 2025:
rates for low-income students so that
A Glimpse Into the Future
value measures can be assigned to
By 2025, most students pursuing
colleges. These metrics will lead to increased regulation that
higher education will be attending an institution that
will threaten many for-profit colleges – the fastest growing
is unrecognizable to the 2014 consumer. Over the next
higher education segment in the United States.
decade, we will see more change on the higher education
landscape than we’ve seen in the last 100 years.
Virtual Environment Will Rival Physical Space
MOOCs and other emerging technologies are already
“available to all who have internet access, posing a very
serious challenge to our current pedagogical model that is
based primarily on face to face delivery of content,” says
Brendan Tangney, Computer Science Professor at Trinity
College Dublin.
Instead of taking a 60-minute statistics course that
begins at 8 am in the mathematics building, the digital
learner can tune into that same class at 11 pm while cycling
in the fitness center. Digital learning is happening alongside
courses taught by professors in classrooms. Online courses
are already creating disruption by eliminating the cost of
physical space and accommodating thousands of students
in one class, a practice that will only accelerate. For the first
time in 70 years, there’s an opportunity to lower tuition
costs to the consumer.

Education Will Be Ongoing
According to Heinz-Dieter Meyer, professor at the
University at Albany, most students will no longer enter and
complete post-secondary education in a fixed time frame.
They will start, stop and return to college several times to

What Success Looks Like
Seán O’Reilly was born and raised
in Dublin, Ireland, living just fifteen
minutes walk from the front gates of
Trinity College. Yet, while being in
such close proximity to the venerable
400-year old institution, O’Reilly
did not set foot on the campus until
he was a student on the Trinity
Access Programmes. Raised by his mother in a single
parent family, which had no tradition of university
enrollment, he went on to complete his BA (hons.)
and Ph.D. at Trinity.
“Without the support and opportunity I was given
by the teachers and staff at TAP, alongside Trinity’s
commitment to access, my path in life would have
been very different,” says O’Reilly. Seán has returned
to TAP as a tutor and lecturer, “I am consistently
inspired by the potential, ability and determination to
succeed, of the current access students I teach.”
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Darwinian Forces
Will Transform the
Face of College
The gap between
high and low resourced
colleges will widen
significantly, similar to
the split between lowincome students and
their higher income
peers. Colleges with
endowments in the
one hundred million
dollar plus range will
flourish, while their
economically struggling
peers will be pushed
to extinction unless
they quickly adapt to the changing environment. Many
community colleges will maintain and strengthen their
regional roles by meeting workforce needs.

Call to Action: One Million
More Low-Income Students
With College Degrees
By 2025

C

FES and Trinity College Dublin will take the lead
in a global campaign to help ONE MILLION
low-income youth get on track to attain college
degrees by 2025. These students will likely
not earn degrees without our support. We will leverage
our organizational and network knowledge, practices,
experience and commitment to put children on the college
degree pathway.

Our Constituent Groups will be
Accountable for Results
We will train and support three constituent groups –
colleges; businesses and corporations; NGOs and others –
that will use CFES core practices and curricula. Each group
will be responsible for moving 200,000 students to degree
attainment. Trinity College Dublin and CFES will also be
responsible for 200,000 students each.

Broken Funding Formulas Will Reinvent the
Financing of Education
Professor Matthew Lynch from Oklahoma’s Langston
University advocates that we eliminate college tuition. This
seemingly radical proposal makes good sense and, in fact,
is being considered by a handful of states. Consider the fact
that tuition costs have increased six fold in the last 30 years
and that student loan debt now totals an outrageous 1.2
trillion dollars. In the United States, our funding formula
is broken and something has to change. Government
regulation, public pressure, market forces and technological
innovation will conspire to alter the college cost landscape
in the United States and other nations.

We Will Work Together to Activate a
Powerful Mentor Network
We will ensure that the one million youth in the
campaign have mentors. Daragh Nealon, guidance
counselor at St. Joseph’s Rush in Ireland, says “Mentoring
has a huge role to play in aspiring and motivating
disadvantaged students to go on to college. Students need
to identify with a positive role model. Mentoring can be
developed in different ways across the community.”

We Will Tell Our Stories to Inspire,
Empower and Lead
We will develop a comprehensive communications
campaign that enlists current CFES Scholars and TAP
Ambassadors to tell their story across multiple platforms
to encourage and motivate their peers. The CFES Scholars
and TAP Ambassadors will use their voices and harness
their experiences to help raise the aspirations of other
disadvantaged students. Steve Broadwell, Superintendent of
Schools in Willsboro, New York, suggests, “Use the power
of thousands of Scholars to create a multimedia campaign
to tell their stories to other students. Allow students the
opportunity to become a powerful voice – create a viral
campaign!”
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Conclusion

The One Million More Campaign
Will Begin Early in 2015.

D

We will create an International Task Force to carry
out the One Million More campaign that will develop
partnerships, raise resources, and build advocacy.
While critical to the education enterprise and to
ensuring more low-income children attain college degrees,
the shared strategies are not teaching and learning-centric.
Paul Reville said, “Stop tinkering with our old educational
engine and instead build a new one.” What he advocates
is absolutely critical. But teacher education, professional
development and pedagogical strategies belong primarily to
educators.

r. Fitzsimmons urged Summit participants to
help “one student at a time.” His plea captures
the urgency and speaks to the need for strategies
and solutions that are doable and involve every
one of us. The One Million More campaign will take a
village, a global village.
Closing the college degree attainment gap is our biggest
domestic challenge. This is an equality, a democracy, an
economic problem. It’s everyone’s problem and it will take
all of us, working together, to solve it. One student at a
time.

Summit Organizers

Summit Participants

College For Every Student (CFES) is a nonprofit
organization committed to raising the academic
aspirations and performance of underserved youth so
that they can gain access to and succeed in college.
CFES currently serves Scholars from schools across 24
states and Ireland. (www.collegefes.org)

Representatives from:
15 Secondary Education Leaders
12 Colleges and Universities
8 Foundations
6 Corporations
Including:
Beijing Normal University, The Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation, Ernst & Young, GE Foundation,
Google, Harvard, Middlebury College, University of
Michigan, among others

Trinity College Dublin, founded in 1592, is situated
in Ireland’s capital city, Dublin. As Ireland’s premier
university, the pursuit of excellence through research
and scholarship is at the heart of a Trinity education.
The Trinity Access Programmes (TAP) are a central
part of Trinity’s plan to encourage students with
ability and potential from low income backgrounds
to participate in higher education and to realize
their potential. The University offers a multicultural
environment to 16,646 students from 122 countries.
(www.tcd.ie)

Participating Nations
China, Ireland, Great Britain, Canada, Germany,
France and the United States
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Summit Keynote Speakers
Professor Les Ebdon

Lord Puttnam of Queensgate

Dr. Les Ebdon is the Director of the Office
for Fair Access to Higher Education in the
UK. He was previously Vice Chancellor
of the University of Bedfordshire and his
background is in analytical chemistry.

Lord Puttnam is the chair of Atticus
Education, an online education company
based in Ireland. Prior to his work in the
field of education, Lord Puttnam spent
thirty years as an independent producer of
award-winning films including The Mission,
The Killing Fields, Local Hero, Chariots of Fire
and Midnight Express.

Dr. William Fitzsimmons
Dr. William “Bill” Fitzsimmons is dean of
admissions and financial aid at Harvard
University, where he earned bachelor,
masters and doctoral degrees.

Professor Paul Reville
Paul Reville is the Francis Keppel Professor
of Practice of Educational Policy and
Administration at the Harvard Graduate
School of Education. Reville served five
years as the Secretary of Education for the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts under
Governor Deval Patrick.

Dr. Nicholas Haan
Dr. Nicholas Haan is Faculty Director of
Global Grand Challenges and Managing
Director of Impact at Singularity University,
Moffett Field, California.

Conveners
Cliona Hannon

Dr. Rick Dalton

Cliona Hannon
is the Director of
the Trinity Access
Programmes at
Trinity College
Dublin.

Dr. Rick Dalton is
President & CEO of
College For Every
Student.
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2303 Main Street
P.O. Box 247
Essex, NY 12936-0247
Tel: (518) 963-4500
Fax: (518) 963-4553

Trinity Access Programmes
College Green
Dublin 2, Ireland
Tel: + 353 1 8962751

www.collegefes.org

www.tcd.ie

